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The Magnum 3 is an advanced aromatherapy hea�ng device with a full temperature 
control range from 160℃-226℃/320℉-429℉, built on an OLED display user interface,
isolated air path design,with our patented Air-Hi technology hea�ng.

 

INTRODUCTION OVER VIEW
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1 * 18650 3200mAh ba�ery

1 * concentrates canister 
1 * water filtra�on adapter 



Colors Carbon fiber 

172 x 24 (mm)

150 (g)

4.2V

Various temperature :160℃-226℃ / 320℉-439℉ 

℃ / 374℉）

Size

Weight

Temperature levels

STEP 1
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3200mAh high drain battery

Unscrew the ceramic mouthpiece to reveal the chamber. 



Load and pack your botanical flowers into the chamber.

STEP 2 STEP 3 
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Screw the mouthpiece back onto the device.



Press the        bu�on 3 �mes to turn on device. The unit will 
vibrate and the OLED display the Magnum 3 logo on the screen.

STEP 4 STEP 5
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Press the     bu�on to choose Celsius system(℃), press the      bu�on choose Fahrenheit 
system(℉). 

Press the     or     bu�on to adjust the temperature, each press will add/decrease 1℃ or 1℉ 
accordingly.

Once you have set to the desired temperature,the oven immediately starts to hea�ng up,
the device has the hap�c feedback vibra�on to indicate when it reach the desired 
temperature se�ng ,and you can start to take your first draw,the draws should be slow 
and long and enjoy. 



To turn  the device ON/OFF, press the        bu�on  3 �mes.

POWER ON/OFF
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data)

MEMORY DATA FUNCTION

When you power ON the device again,it’ll automa�cally heat up to the previous
temperature se�ng last used.



•
separated Li-ion 18650 wall charger.

device will not heat up.
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Magnum3 

CHARGING 

Note: Make sure your Magnum 3 is powered off and cool before cleaning. 

MAINTENANCE TIPS
The ba�ery requires a fully charged before first use.It can take up to 3 to 4 hours, or un�l 
the ba�ery is fully charged.

Brush and use a co�on swab with isopropyl to wipe the oven and mouthpiece.

Detail cleaning: take the ceramic filter and screen out from the mouthpiece and 
soak in isopropyl for 10 minutes. Dry it with a paper towel or cloth. Reassemble.



a recycle bin. Do not dispose directly into trash. Do not overcharge it. Do not short circuit 

it.

Some Li-ion chargers on the market may have technical deficiencies that may cause it to 

solely to assure the charger you purchased works properly. Always monitor charging 

PURI5 provides 1 year limited warranty from the purchase date. Warranty can only 
be claim by the original owner of the device.

PURI5 does not warranty glass parts or if the device is physically damaged.

WARNING WARRANTY
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